To Whom It May Concern:
Thursday, April 26, 2002

For the past several years, the Kagyu Media Lab has been very actively involved providing extensive resource of digitized Buddha Dharma throughout the World Wide Web. The resources shared by Kagyu Media Lab has been appreciated and praised by many readers for its wide selections and up to date information.

Now, the KMD will improve and expand their resources such as digitalizing teachings of different teachers, developing 3D animations for visualization of different Sadhanas, provide collection of different pictures of enlightened beings figure etc.

The KMD also plans to further develop relationships with other organizations such as the Songtsen Library in India, the Orient Foundation in London and the Vajra Publications in the United States in order to preserve, promote and share their digital media.

I am delighted to see the Dharma activities developing in digital media and that the Kagyu Media Lab is actively involved in this new field.

I hope that the Kagyu Media Lab will act, as it's laid plan, rule and goal accordingly. I will pray that this new field of digitalized teachings benefit numerous living beings.

With blessings,

Drikung Kyabgon Chetsang